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The chemical state of Zr during the initial, self-limiting stage of oxidation on single crystal zirconium (0001), with oxide thickness on the order of 1 nm, was probed by synchrotron x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. Quantitative analysis of the Zr 3d spectrum by the spectrum reconstruction method demonstrated the formation of Zr\(^{1+}\), Zr\(^{2+}\), and Zr\(^{3+}\) as non-equilibrium oxidation states, in addition to Zr\(^{4+}\) in the stoichiometric ZrO\(_2\). This finding resolves the long-debated question of whether it is possible to form any valence states between Zr\(^0\) and Zr\(^{4+}\) at the metal-oxide interface. The presence of local strong electric fields and the minimization of interfacial energy are assessed and demonstrated as mechanisms that can drive the formation of these non-equilibrium valence states of Zr.

Knowing the chemical and structural nature of the initial oxide formed on metal surfaces is important for quantifying the oxidation mechanism and kinetics in corrosion science, as well as for fundamental studies in electrochemistry and catalysis. The oxidation of zirconium is of interest for various technologies, including structural materials for nuclear reactors, corrosion-resistant coatings, electrolytes for advanced solid oxide fuel cells, redox based resistive switching memory devices, gate dielectric for metal oxide semiconductor devices, and even for bio-implants.

It is well known that oxygen diffuses inwards across the oxide film while cations are relatively immobile during the oxidative reaction. Therefore, the new oxide layers form at the metal/oxide interface as the oxidation progresses. Oxygen diffusion assisted by an electric field (Mott potential) governs the early stages of metal oxidation. The transport kinetics of oxygen through the oxide layer is controlled by the defect chemistry and mobility, and by the electric field strength that depends on the electronic structure of the oxide. Thus, it is important to know the chemical and electronic state of the zirconium oxide to develop accurate oxidation models. However, the chemical state of the early oxide on zirconium has remained elusive for almost three decades due to prior challenges in experimental and analytical approaches. In this work, by combining synchrotron x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements and physical modeling of the spectrum, we revealed unequivocally the presence of 1+, 2+, and 3+ as non-equilibrium oxidation states of Zr during the initial stages of oxidation, in addition to the expected 4+ state of the stoichiometric oxide. We have proven the mechanisms for the stabilization of these unexpected lower oxidation states of Zr to be the presence of a strong local electric field during the oxidation process, and the reduction of the interfacial energy between the metal and the oxide.

Unlike the reducible oxides such as TiO\(_2\), SnO\(_2\), and CeO\(_2\) (where excess electrons localize at the cation sites or delocalize into the conduction band), the Zr cation in ZrO\(_2\) is energetically very difficult to reduce, rendering this material practically irreducible. The charge states of Zr are expected to be either Zr\(^0\) as in the metal or Zr\(^{4+}\) as in the stoichiometric oxide ZrO\(_2\). While the oxidation of Zr metal progresses inwards, the incipiently oxidized layer is buried beneath the full oxide that is exposed at the top surface. This inner layer is called the initial oxide or the sub-oxide. Several studies using different surface analysis techniques suggested the existence of Zr sub-valence states (valence states between Zr\(^0\) and Zr\(^{4+}\)) as part of this sub-oxide. However, there remains no conclusive proof of the number and nature of the sub-valence states, without a consistency among the reported results. We believe there are three reasons to explain the large discrepancy among results related to Zr sub-valence states characterized by previous XPS studies. First, most of the XPS measurements on Zr 3d photoelectron spectrum scanned only the main peak (175 eV–190 eV), omitting the intrinsic energy loss contribution arising from the coupling of the core hole with collective electron oscillations at higher binding energies (BEs) (190 eV–210 eV). Neglecting this intrinsic energy loss contribution leads to inaccuracies because the cross section of intrinsic energy loss is different for Zr metal and for Zr oxide(s). The second possible reason behind the discrepancy is the limitation of instrumental resolution of laboratory XPS equipment used, both in terms of depth and energy, which makes it impossible to resolve any states from the thin sub-oxide buried underneath the full oxide layer (see Sec. VII of supplementary material). Third, the analyses of the Zr 3d photoelectron spectra in most of the prior studies were performed by simple peak fitting, using conventional background subtraction and standard peak shapes. This empirical approach...
is not sufficient to resolve the complicated photoelectron emission peaks of Zr 3d which has an intrinsic energy loss. In this work, we employ the “spectrum reconstruction” method of Lyapin and Graat to quantitatively analyze our Zr 3d photoemission peaks that were measured using high-resolution synchrotron XPS. The essence of the spectrum reconstruction method is the inclusion of models and corrections that are all based on the physical process of photoelectron emission, including the intrinsic energy loss peak. In addition, the soft x-ray radiation from synchrotron sources, with enhanced signal intensity, superior energy resolution, and lower photon energy (400 eV; IMFP = 0.69 nm, as used in this work) enabled high sensitivity to the formation of the initial thin oxide on Zr.

The oxidation experiment was performed on a single crystalline Zr (0001) surface, which was cleaned by cycles of Ar ion sputtering (1.5 kV for 30 min) and ultra-high vacuum (UHV) annealing at 1000 K. Oxide films were grown at 300 K by in situ exposure of the Zr(0001) surface to pure oxygen with a total pressure of 2 × 10⁻⁸ Torr in an UHV system, and was probed by synchrotron x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (at Brookhaven National Laboratory, NSLS, beam line U12A). The resulting oxide thickness is on the order of 1 nm in this study. In order to verify the formation of Zr sub-oxide under an electric field, a separate experiment was conducted. Fully oxidized dense ZrO₂ thin films (200 nm thick, monoclinic) were deposited onto SrTiO₃ (001) substrates by pulsed laser deposition (PLD). Electric field was applied to these ZrO₂ thin films by using interdigitated Ti(20 nm)/Pt(100 nm) microelectrodes prepared by DC sputtering and photolithographic lift-off.

The evolution of the Zr valence state as a function of increasing oxygen exposure (time) could be captured from the Zr 3d spectra (Figure 1). The geometry used in the experiment and in the spectrum reconstruction analysis for the initial oxidation of Zr(0001) is illustrated in Figure 1(a). The x-ray (with photon energy 400 eV) is incident at 30° with respect to sample normal, while the XPS analyzer collects electrons at 35° to the sample normal. The two-layer oxide model is used in the photoelectron spectrum reconstruction; the Zr sub-oxide (ZrOₓ) layer is sandwiched between Zr metal on the bottom and ZrO₂ on the top. The Zr 3d x-ray photoelectron spectra of pure Zr metal (Zr⁰ in Zr metal) and the fully oxidized Zr surface (Zr⁴⁺ in ZrO₂) are shown in Figure 1(b) as reference, including both the measured data and the reconstructed final spectrum for each (see Sec. I of supplementary material and Refs. 24 and 26 for the modelling of the spectra). A distinctive feature of the spectra is the intrinsic contribution at high binding energy (190 eV–210 eV) originating from the coupling of the core hole with collective electron oscillations. The final reconstructed spectra for Zr⁰ and Zr⁴⁺ states here gave a very good agreement with the experimentally measured spectra. By using these reference spectra, subsequent intermediate oxidation spectra were fitted, as explained in Sec. I of the supplementary material.

Figure 1(c) shows the Zr 3d photoelectron peaks for a series of successive O₂ exposures at 300 K and 2 × 10⁻⁸ Torr of...
The fraction and relative intensity of Zr sub-valence states in the total oxide layer was quantified from the spectrum reconstruction. The sub-valence states are formed after less than 2 min of exposure. As the oxide thickens, the fraction of Zr\(^{4+}\) (full oxide) increases while the aggregate signal from the sub-valence states drops to a constant level (Figures 2(a) and 2(b)). More interestingly, the sub-oxide persists at a constant thickness at the Zr/ZrO\(_2\) interface for the oxidation times at or longer than 20 min (Figure 2(a)). The average composition within the sub-oxide layer is ZrO\(_1\) ± 0.05, which is calculated by taking the average of the fractional contributions of Zr\(^{4+}\), Zr\(^{3+}\), and Zr\(^{2+}\) from Figure 2(a), as plotted then in Figure 2(b). It must be noted that the earlier observation of a “ZrO” stoichiometry found by atom probe tomography in the sub-oxide upon oxidation of Zr\(^{2+}\) does not mean that the only oxidation state is 2+ in ZrO. An average of all Zr\(^{4+}\), Zr\(^{3+}\), and Zr\(^{2+}\) can give rise to a ZrO-like composition, while the local chemistry and coordination can be different than ZrO, as found in this work.

At thermodynamic equilibrium\(^{19,28}\) with the temperatures and oxygen pressure used in our experiments, the 1+, 2+, and 3+ oxidation states of Zr are not expected to exist in the bulk of zirconium oxide. Here we propose two possible drivers for the stabilization of these sub-valence states of oxidation: (i) the strong electric field (Mott potential) present across the oxide layer and (ii) the minimization of the interfacial energy. First, we assess the role of the electric field. Mott potential is treated as a driver to the oxidation kinetics by assisting oxygen migration in the classical Cabrera-Mott model.\(^{12}\) However, electric field can also couple to the thermodynamics of the oxide as an external energy source, and can drive the formation of intermediate reduced states of Zr during oxidation. By fitting our oxidation kinetics data to the Cabrera-Mott model (Figure 2(d)), the Mott potential was found to be 0.069 V, yielding a very strong electric field (E = 0.6 MV/cm) across the 1.1 nm oxide. The presence of this electric field can change the energy landscape of the metal-oxide interface and lead to the stabilization of the sub-oxide compositions that are far from the equilibrium state. While the formation of a non-equilibrium Zr-oxide composition under electric field was suggested by prior ab initio
computations,\textsuperscript{29} no prior experiment was able to directly prove the formation of such a sub-stoichiometric Zr-oxide under an electric field. To verify this argument, we applied 10 V of bias laterally on a thin film of the fully oxidized ZrO\textsubscript{2} between the two sets of finger-like electrodes (inset of Figure 3), and measured the evolution of the Zr 3d spectrum. The applied bias corresponds to an electric field of 0.005 MV/cm in this geometry; a substantial field magnitude. A clear shoulder was found to evolve at binding energies lower than the Zr\textsuperscript{3+} peaks in the Zr 3d spectrum (Figure 3). The position of this new contribution to the spectrum does not match that of Zr\textsuperscript{3+} peaks, and thus, is not associated with a full reduction of the oxide down to the metallic state. By using the positions of the intermediate oxidation states of Zr that we deduced in Figure 1, we identified that the new composition formed in the ZrO\textsubscript{2} film under electric field include Zr\textsuperscript{3+} and/or Zr\textsuperscript{2+} states. From these results, we can conclude that the even stronger electric field present during the initial oxidation of Zr (0.6 MV/cm here) is a plausible driver to the stabilization of the 1+, 2+, and 3+ states of Zr in the early oxide.

Second, we assess the effect of the interfacial energies by modelling the thermodynamic stability of a thin amorphous sub-oxide layer between the full oxide and the metal. Two scenarios are compared: model (a) has a layer of full oxide (ZrO\textsubscript{2}) with thickness \( h_1 \) formed directly on single crystal Zr(0001) and model (b) has a sub-oxide (ZrO\textsubscript{x}) layer (thickness \( h_2 \)) sandwiched between the full oxide (ZrO\textsubscript{2} with thickness \( h_3 \)) and single crystal Zr(0001). The total Gibbs free energy difference between model (a) and model (b), \( \Delta G = G_a - G_b \), can be expressed as follows (see Ref. 30 and Sec. IV of supplementary material\textsuperscript{25} for details):

\[
\Delta G = \frac{h_1}{\Omega_s} \left( \frac{1}{2} G_{ZrO_2} - G_{ZrO_x} \right) + \frac{p}{2 \Delta \Omega} \left( \Delta H_{O_{im,n}}^\infty - \Delta H_{O_{in,zrO}}^\infty \right),
\]

where \( \Omega_s \) is the molar volume of ZrO\textsubscript{2}; \( G_{ZrO_2} \) and \( G_{ZrO_x} \) are the bulk Gibbs free energy of 1 mol ZrO\textsubscript{2} and ZrO\textsubscript{x}, respectively; \( \Delta H_{O_{im,n}}^\infty \) and \( \Delta H_{O_{in,zrO}}^\infty \) are the enthalpy of mixing at infinite dilution of 1 mol O atoms in Zr crystalline metal and in ZrO\textsubscript{x}, respectively; \( p \) is the fraction of total interface area of O atomic cell in contact with Zr metal atom in crystalline metal; \( A_o \) is the interfacial area of the cell that contains 1 mol of oxygen atoms.

Values for oxide thicknesses \( (h_1, h_2, h_3) \) grown on Zr(0001) were obtained by calculating the attenuation of the metal zero loss peak intensity. Figures 2(c) and 2(d) show the calculated sub-oxide and oxide thicknesses. The free energy of amorphous ZrO\textsubscript{2} is obtained by assuming it to be the same as ZrO\textsubscript{2} liquid: \( G_{ZrO_2} = -972.661 \text{kJ/mol} \).\textsuperscript{31} Since there are no previously reported values of \( \Omega_s \), \( G_{ZrO_x} \) and \( \Delta H_{O_{in,zrO}}^\infty \) for amorphous ZrO\textsubscript{x} sub-oxide, we use the value for crystalline ZrO reported in the literature,\textsuperscript{32} as \( \Omega_s = 0.0875 \text{nm}^3 \), \( G_{ZrO} = -539 \text{kJ/mol} \), and \( \Delta H_{O_{in,zrO}}^\infty = 1.2 \text{kJ/mol} + 100 = -547 \text{kJ/mol} \). We take \( \Delta H_{O_{in,n}}^\infty = -449 \text{kJ/mol} \, ^{33} \), \( p = 0.33 \), and \( A_o = 0.127 \text{nm}^2 \). The resulting Gibbs free energy difference between model (a) and model (b) is \( \Delta G = G_a - G_b = -3.3 \text{eV/nm}^2 \). This analytical estimation based on interfacial energies indicates that a tri-layered structure of ZrO\textsubscript{2}/ZrO\textsubscript{x}/Zr (as in model (b)) is energetically more stable compared to an abrupt interface between stoichiometric ZrO\textsubscript{2} and crystalline metal Zr.

We believe that the formation of the Zr valence states between 0 and 4+ is a signature of oxide precursor formation on metals that have high solubility of oxygen. For example, the Ti\textsuperscript{2+} and Ti\textsuperscript{3+} were found to form preferentially at the metal/oxide interface during the Ti metal oxidation, where the full oxide is TiO\textsubscript{2}.\textsuperscript{34} Tantalum also is known to form Ta\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{5}, TaO and Ta\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} states prior to the fully oxidized state \( \text{Ta}_2 \text{O}_5 \). The difference of Zr compared to Ti or Ta is that electron localization on the zirconium cation in \( \text{ZrO}_2 \) is energetically very, very expensive compared to that in TiO\textsubscript{2} or Ta\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} (for example, as a local metric, a neutral oxygen vacancy formation energy in ZrO\textsubscript{2} is 7.2 eV compared to 4 eV in TiO\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{20}). This literally irreducible nature of ZrO\textsubscript{2} under any practical condition has made it more difficult to observe the intermediate oxidic components clearly and systematically prior to our work.

The Zr sub-oxide states identified in this work could also reveal the mechanism for the red-ox based resistive switching in memory devices made of ZrO\textsubscript{2}. Indeed, there is evidence from experiments\textsuperscript{36} and computational simulations\textsuperscript{29} that lower-resistance states (with higher electronic conductivity) in such devices are due to the formation of sub-stoichiometric oxides. However, no direct in situ observation of such sub-oxide states under electric field has been achieved before for ZrO\textsubscript{2}. The finding of Zr\textsuperscript{2+} and Zr\textsuperscript{3+} after applying an electric field on fully oxidized ZrO\textsubscript{2} films could provide the chemical states responsible for the resistive switching observed in this material. This is a realization of the electric field modulation of oxygen defects in oxides, whose importance is being realized more recently for oxide-based electronic and electrochemical devices.\textsuperscript{37}
In summary, we uncover the non-equilibrium valence states of Zr during the early stage oxidation of the metal in oxygen gas, probed by high resolution synchrotron x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and analyzed by physical modeling of the spectrum. Although the average composition yields a stoichiometry of ZrO₂, as also observed by previous atom probe tomography measurements, the local chemical environments in such a sub-oxide deviate from only the 2+ oxidation state of Zr and include all three Zr⁴⁺, Zr²⁺, and Zr⁶⁺ states. The mechanisms that drive the formation of Zr sub-oxides at the metal/oxide interface under these experimental conditions have been verified to: (1) the presence of a strong electric field that changes the energy landscape and modulates the red-ox processes in the oxide and (2) the minimization of the interfacial energy by forming a sub-oxide at the metal-oxide interface. Revealing the presence of such sub-oxides is critical for enabling more accurate oxidation models, as well as for assessing the switching mechanisms and kinetics in red-ox based resistive switching memories.
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